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F-35C Completes
First Fleet
Carrier Quals,
Final Sea Trials
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By Donna Cipolloni

he no-frills C-2 Greyhound’s arrested landing Aug. 15 aboard USS George Washington
(CVN 73), deployed 100 miles offshore from
Virginia, would more aptly be described by its
journalist passengers as a “controlled crash” after the
aircraft abruptly slammed onto the carrier’s flight deck.
Invited to cover the third and final round of atsea developmental testing, or DT-III, for the F-35C
Lightning II—the Navy’s carrier variant of the Joint
Strike Fighter—our group disembarked and hurriedly crossed the flight deck where the powerful
jet blast from two F-35Cs waiting to catapult off the
bow only added to the already intense summer heat
and humidity.
Operations were well underway as we reached our
elevated vantage point on Vulture’s Row where, in addition to phase three of testing, we would also witness
Naval Aviation history as 12 pilots from the “Grim
Reapers” of Strike Fighter Squadron (VFA) 101 out of
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, achieved the fleet’s first
F-35C carrier qualifications (CQ). Jet after jet thundered on and off the deck as each pilot knocked out
two touch-and-go landings and 10 arrested landings in
just a day and a half—a record pace compared to CQ
with legacy aircraft.
“The work we did [during the two previous test phases at sea] directly fed what VFA-101 was able to come out
and do today,” explained Tom Briggs, lead flight test engineer with the F-35 Lightning II Integrated Test Force
(ITF) at Naval Air Station Patuxent River, Maryland,
and recipient of the 2015 Department of the Navy Lead
Tester of the Year award. “For those of us involved in the
program for quite a while, it was incredibly gratifying
to see them come out and use that work to start making
this aircraft real and get it out to the fleet.”
Following CQ, four Navy test pilots and one Marine
Corps pilot assigned to the “Salty Dogs” of Air Test and
Evaluation Squadron (VX) 23 kicked off testing with
their F-35 Pax River ITF teammates, who comprised a
diverse group of technicians, maintainers, engineers,
logisticians and support staff.
During the test period, which concluded Aug.
25, one week ahead of schedule, objectives included
external symmetric and asymmetric weapons loads;
launches and recoveries at maximum weight; approach
handling qualities; night operations with the Gen III
Helmet Mounted Display; landing systems certifications; and engine logistics. The Pax River ITF completed 100 percent of the 613 required DT-III test points
during 41 flights that logged 39.7 flight hours over the
course of 10 days.
Cmdr. Ted Dyckman, VX-23 test pilot, started out
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Sailors prepare to launch an F-35C Lightning II carrier variant assigned to the “Grim
Reapers” of Strike Fighter Squadron (VFA) 101, the Navy’s F-35C fleet replacement
squadron, off the flight deck of USS George Washington (CVN 73).
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flying F/A-18 Hornets, moved to F/A-18 Super Hornets,
and now flies the F-35C. It was his third ship trip and
50th trap—and he has a definite favorite.
“I prefer the F-35,” he said. “It’s easy to fly, autopilot
is nice, cockpit has good visibility, and mission systems
make it easy to do your task.”
One of the most difficult and hazardous tasks in
Naval Aviation is landing on the deck of an aircraft
carrier, something now made simpler by Delta Flight
Path, a semi-automated landing mode developed by
Lockheed Martin in collaboration with Naval Air
Systems Command that significantly lowers a pilot’s
workload.
“The control laws allow aircraft to fly a commanded
glide slope,” Dyckman said. “Before, you had to manually fly that path through the air. Now, at the push of
a button, the airplane will tip over and fly that path.
If I have a good approach behind ship, I can push one
button. If there are deviations, I can make a correction.
Other than that, I may not touch the stick at all during
the approach, from the start until touchdown. Coming
to the ship is as easy as landing on an airfield now and
that enables us to spend less time training guys to land
on the ship.”
Other testing involved improved nighttime visibility
for the aircraft’s third generation helmet, which displays
symbology right on the pilot’s visor.
“I don’t have to look down for a piece of info on one
display, then to another display and correlate it all in
my head; everything appears in the helmet,” Dyckman said. “When I look out, even if I’m looking away
from where I’m going, I can see my target information,
airspeed, altitude, threats. With this airplane, I basically
have a display with my aircraft in the center and it presents information for situational awareness.”
Test pilot Lt. Cmdr. Daniel Kitts, officer in charge
of the VX-23 test detachment, noted three things about
the F-35C that excite him.
“The ability to bring the aircraft back aboard the
ship safely the first time, every time for the most junior
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“Jet after jet thundered on and
off the deck as each pilot knocked
out two touch-and-go landings
and 10 arrested landings in just
a day and a half—a record pace
compared to carrier qualifications
with legacy aircraft.”

Handler Lt. Cmdr. Greg Curl directs
the movement of two F-35Cs from
VX-23 and five F-35Cs from VFA101 aboard the flight deck of USS
George Washington (CVN 73).

As an F-35C from
VX-23 prepares to be
catapulted, two F-35C
aircraft from VFA-101
await their turn.

